BACKGROUND: infrared imaging has emerged as a new promising tool in histopathology to provide label free analysis of tissue sections. Interestingly, infrared imaging has the potential to measure many markers at the same time, on one section, without staining. It has been demonstrated to deliver accurate results in numerous cancer pathologies. Yet, today, it is not used in routine diagnostics. The gap between the demonstrated potential and the applications is striking. The reasons why FTIR imaging is not used in the clinics are multiple but one of them is a major obstacle: the diversity of sample preparation, image recording parameters and pre-analytical methods used by the different research groups. This diversity prevents comparison of data and thereby the large scale validation necessary to enter the medical world. OBJECTIVE: we will briefly review here the main aspects of data acquisition and processing used in infrared imaging of tissue sections for which a common approach should be considered. RESULTS: considering requirement for spectral histopathology, the development of the technology and the literature on this topic, guidelines ruling sample preparation and pre-analytical methods do emerge. CONCLUSIONS: consensus values are proposed for most parameters whose current diversity prevents the exchange of data among institutions and thereby the validation of the method on a large scale.
Why infrared imaging?
Infrared imaging has emerged as a new promising tool in histopathology to provide label free analysis of tissue sections. Interestingly, infrared imaging has the potential to measure many markers at the same time, on one section, without staining. It has been demonstrated to deliver accurate results in numerous cancer pathologies [1, 2, 15, 23, 33, 44, 46, 62] but also in other areas such as in detecting malaria parasites automatically in red blood cells [49, 69] . Yet, today, it is not used in the clinics (with rare exceptions) and certainly not used in routine diagnostics. The gap between the demonstrated potential and applications is striking.
The reasons why FTIR imaging is not used in the clinics are multiple. Until recently, the rather slow speed of data acquisition and processing has delayed the emergence of routine applications. Considering the literature on this topic, it is also striking to observe that almost every group working in this field has its own pre-analytical and analytical procedures. This diversity has certainly contributed to the lack of clinical applications. We will briefly review here the main aspects of data acquisition and processing used in infrared imaging of tissue sections for which a common approach should be considered. Most comments will refer to cancer pathologies.
Why has infrared imaging a unique potential?
Infrared imaging presents several major advantages over classical approaches including immunohistochemistry (IHC) as well as emerging technologies such as New Generation Sequencing (NGS).
Fingerprinting at cell level: most technologies, including NGS or microarray technologies, require
in practice a large number of cells (10 3 -10 6 ), even if single cell sequencing is progressing. The pathologist must therefore dissect this amount of cells out of the tumor, blindly, though with the help of adjacent stained sections. The fraction of lymphocytes (not mentioning the different types of lymphocytes and their different activation states), stroma, apoptotic or necrotic cells etc. varies significantly from position to position in the sample. The end result is therefore a mix of contributions from the different cell types. As a microscopic technique, FTIR imaging can identify the different cell types and get specific features for each of them. 2. Unique fingerprint of the actual phenotype: recent advance in genomics, transcriptomics and epigenomics demonstrate that understanding the "causes" of pathologies from analysis of the genetic materials is far from trivial. Infrared imaging provides a unique fingerprint of the cell molecular content (and to some extent of the molecular structure) that characterizes a phenotype in a unique way. "Details" such as lymphocyte types and subtypes or even activation states (see below) can be obtained at cell level by infrared imaging, providing a rich image of the tissue and of tumor microenvironment. Unlike most of the -omic methods, infrared imaging takes all molecules into account, including the small molecules such as glutathione, lactic acid, ATP, etc. which may be quite abundant and relevant to cancer pathologies [54] . 3. FFPE compatible: clinically, most samples are FFPE (formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded), as this is most often the routine technique which allows the pathologist to examine the tissue. It remains a challenge to use FFPE samples for NGS or microarray analyses. Many papers have demonstrated that FTIR imaging is robust with respect to FFPE. 4. Low running cost: infrared imaging does not require any expensive reagent and is particularly cheap to run. Actually, as the cell molecules are probed without any additional labelling, no reagent/manipulation is required. Removal of paraffin from FFPE sections is even optional.
Why is routine application of infrared imaging rather slow to be established?
The reasons why FTIR imaging is not yet in the clinics are multiple but there are three major reasons:
1. Speed of data acquisition: a pathologist can read hundreds of slides every day. Recording 1 cm 2 of tissue with FTIR imaging at rather high resolution remains long to achieve and generates large data sets that are slow to be processed. Yet, the imaging equipments and computers available today can now handle it in a reasonable time. This is a recent change in the field. 2. Poor experimental design: too many studies have been performed on too small datasets. The number of samples is of course dependent on each specific study but, in general, below 100 independent samples (patients), little information will be gained. Most of the variability observed in the data is not instrumental but is related to the pathology and the patients. A lot of effort should therefore be put in experimental design and quality of the samples. It is likely that, because infrared imaging is cheap to run, little effort is usually put in experiment design. 3. Lack of common technological specifications: one of the main causes for the poor penetration of FTIR imaging in the medical world is related to the diversity of procedures used by the different groups to prepare the samples, record the images and analyse the data. In the field of NGS a great effort towards standardization has been made. Technical specifications have been produced which precisely describe the chain of events from tumor resection to sequencing. Sample collection, cold ischemia, timing, temperature, transport, reception, storage, isolation of the sample to be analysed, quality assessment etc. are all submitted to strict criteria. There is still too little consideration for such a standardization in the field of infrared imaging even though recent efforts are emerging [22] . Furthermore, differences among pre-analytical and analytical procedures create a mosaic of results which cannot be directly compared.
In summary. Infrared imaging has a huge potential to provide diagnostics. The technology is just ready today to generate the amount of information needed for diagnostics at sufficient pace. Yet, technical specifications still need to be produced, agreed on and observed by the actors in the field.
On the calibration and on the targets
As most studies (though not all) using FTIR imaging are dealing with cancer, we will mostly refer here to cancer pathologies. The discovery and use of cancer biomarkers are among the most important factors that have emerged for improving their treatment. Cancers are known to be highly heterogeneous with almost infinite combinations of mutations and microenvironments, resulting for each patient in a unique illness. A single tumor from one patient can itself be quite heterogeneous, including various clones with completely different characteristics proliferating side-by-side [59, 71] . For diagnostic purposes, tissue sections are essentially examined by several trained pathologists and for the presence of biomarkers revealed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining. For research purposes as well as in a very small number of clinics, genetic and epigenetic alterations may be quantified.
On the calibration. Any new technique must be calibrated and validated. Calibrating and validating FTIR imaging with tumor samples obtained from surgery suppose that we know the characteristics of the sample. In the real world, it is never the case. In some instances agreement among pathologists is only around 50%. Furthermore, the sample used for FTIR imaging is most often not the same as the one analyzed by the pathologists. At best it is an adjacent section. The difficulty to calibrate also stems from IHC interpretation. IHC results are usually summarized as an average or a percentage of response obtained on one or several adjacent sections. As such it remains difficult to calibrate infrared imaging data which are obtained at cell level.
On the targets. Many infrared imaging research projects are trying to match the output of current techniques, i.e. the information available on an adjacent tissue section provided by a pathologist and/or by other analytical methods. With this objective, infrared imaging may lose a lot of its potential. In some instances, FTIR spectra may not be particularly sensitive to markers identified by IHC (and actually to the overall cell content accompanying these markers) or to a grade defined by pathologists. On the other hand, it could be quite sensitive to other features of interest. IHC, grading and other clinical features have been defined for answering the end-questions that really matter: shall the tumor become invasive? At which pace shall it progress? Are distant metastases already present? Is the tumor sensitive to a particular drug? etc.
In summary. The full potential of FTIR imaging will be exploited if spectra are related to end-questions such as those listed above and not to markers designed to predict their answer. Markers and scores are at best good predictors. The end-questions have definitive answers. Retrospective studies are therefore the best way to identify the questions FTIR imaging can best answer.
Some numbers
It is only today that we have reached the point where high throughput infrared imaging can be achieved. Yet, the figures below indicate that high throughput infrared imaging remains challenging: -Areas examined by pathologists are often in the range of a few cm 2 . Considering a pixel size of 2.7 × 2.7 µm 2 (Bruker Hyperion) or 5.5 × 5.5 µm 2 (Agilent), using a 15X objective each, the number of spectra per cm 2 is respectively 13.7 × 10 6 and 3.4 × 10 6 . As the most common FPA detectors record 16384 spectra at the same time, recording this image will require 837 and 209 tiles (unit images assembled to form the overall image of the sample) respectively, just for 1 cm 2 of tissue section. -It is quite extraordinary that a pixel of say 5.5 × 5.5 µm 2 of a 4 µm thick section reports, considering fresh tissue is about 80% water, the spectrum of 5.5 × 5.5 × 4 × 0.2 = 24.2 µm 3 of biological materials or about 24 pg of biological materials. -Cells contain ca 50 mg/ml protein and 20 mg/ml RNA, i.e. ca 35 protein pg/cell or 12 pg RNA/cell as reported for neuroprogenitor stem cells [16] . At 50 mg/ml, the pixel mentioned above contains 5.5 × 5.5 × 4 µm 3 × 0.050 pg/µm 3 = 6 pg protein which provides the most intense band of the spectrum.
-As a rough estimate, absorbance of Amide I is ca 0.080 AU/µm tissue and absorbance of a pure paraffin section is ca 0.060 AU/µm in the δ(CH 2 ) at 1465 cm −1 and about 0.4 AU/µm for ν as (CH 2 ) at 2920 cm −1 .
In view of the number of spectra required to analyze 1 cm 2 , using higher magnification, and therefore smaller pixels, is therefore not manageable for systematic, high throughput routine analyses.
Sample preparation
Whether they are frozen or embedded in paraffin, the quality of the sample is a real concern. Obvious modifications become apparent when the tissue is kept at ice temperature for more than 30 min. Some tissues such as liver are even more prone to degradation than other tissues less rich in digestive enzymes. There is therefore an urgent need to create guidelines describing precisely, step-by-step, the handling of the tissue from resection to fixation. This part of the process is very important but is usually in the hands of the medical teams. Further discussion is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Cryosections obtained from frozen tissue and sections obtained from formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues are typically used for infrared imaging. For FFPE tissue sections, most groups remove the paraffin, but some do not remove it. Because of the heterogeneity of the paraffin's and of the procedures (quality of fixation in formalin (time, tissue size, penetration rate, pH. . . ), time spent in the solvents (ethanol solutions, xylene), temperature of melted paraffin etc.) there might be a source of variance related to sample handling. Even though poorly documented so far, FFPE procedure might result in samples that are more difficult to compare among hospitals and over the years. Furthermore, FFPE procedure clearly affect the molecular composition of the sample [72] but does not decrease the information content as long as all samples are processed similarly [65] . The major advantage of FFPE sections is that large libraries of FFPE samples are available for retrospective studies.
So far, there is no clear demonstration that cryosections studied by infrared imaging better address the questions raised for diagnostics. Even though they may appear as close to the original tissue as possible, they are more prone to degradation and their superiority for infrared imaging remains to be demonstrated. Furthermore, OCT (Optimal Cutting Temperature compound used to embed frozen tissues) can contaminate the microtome blade and smears of OCT can be found on the tissue section, ruining the quality of the sample for infrared imaging. Preparation of cells and tissues for infrared spectroscopy and imaging has been reviewed in details by Lyng et al. [40] and Zohdi et al. [72] .
Paraffin removal. Until recently, it was customary to use a solvent (xylene) to remove paraffin before FTIR imaging. Yet, this is no more the case. The reasons why it may be interesting to use xylene to extract physically paraffin from the sample are the following: -Paraffin is a complex mixture of alkanes with different chain lengths (C 20 -C 40 ). There are different brands and different paraffin grades that are used in histology. They als melt at different temperatures (54-65°C). Paraffin also often contains plastic polymers to improve its quality. It therefore makes sense to eliminate such a potentially variable contribution, in particular for comparing samples prepared in different hospitals. -Paraffin crystallizes in different forms, a phenomenon that changes its infrared spectrum. Bulk paraffin is different from paraffin molecules in close contact with the sample, for instance by the ratio of trans and gauche bonds in the alkane chain. Such conformational differences are known to affect ν(C-H) contributions in the infrared spectrum. It therefore difficult to remove paraffin contribution by simple spectral subtraction and it makes sense to physically remove paraffin before infrared imaging.
There are also reasons not to remove paraffin:
-Paraffin extraction may not be exhaustive, adding to the variability of the measurements. Efficiency of dewaxing has been discussed [45] . -Spectral regions overlapped by paraffin contributions (essentially C-H stretching, 3000-2800 cm −1 , and C-H bending, 1500-1350 cm −1 ) can be discarded from further analyses. It appears that the remaining portions of the spectra contain sufficient information for spectral histopathology purposes. Alternatively, paraffin spectral contribution can be removed digitally by specific algorithms [39, 47, 58 ]. Yet, this solution bears the danger that an unanticipated paraffin contribution, not accounted for by the algorithm will distort the spectra.
-It was pointed out that the presence of paraffin alleviates the scattering problem related to refractive index variations in the sample as it preserves a rather continuous value of the refractive index throughout the image [12] . Even though it does not fully remove scattering effects, it is a major argument to keep paraffin. -Paraffin may improve long-term stability of tissue sections.
In summary. Tissue handling is a concern for cryosections as well as for FFPE samples. Guidelines describing tissue handling should be produced and observed as soon as possible. FFPE samples are widely available and could be preferred. Dewaxing is not necessary. A clear assessment of the impact of FFPE and dewaxing on lipid content is still missing.
Substrate
The most obvious substrate to deposit tissue sections is BaF 2 or CaF 2 slides. They may be obtained at the same size as conventional glass slides and look like glass at first glance with the advantage of being transparent in the mid-IR. They present many advantages but are rather expensive, which may decrease the attractiveness of infrared imaging applied in routine on hundreds of slides. For cost reasons, several groups have been using reflective low-e slides which are glass slides coated with a thin metallic layer that makes them reflective. Infrared images are then recorded in the so-called transflection mode. Spectra are of good quality and cost is attractive. Yet, many critical opinions have emerged recently and there have been numerous papers in the last few years dedicated to the particularities of spectra recorded by transflection (e.g. [7, 24, 51, 61] ). Briefly, the sample contribution to the spectrum varies with the distance from the reflective interface. More problematic for exchanging spectral databases is the fact that this thickness dependency also depends on the wavelength. In turn, intensity ratios between bands found at different wavenumbers will vary with section thickness. As it will be discussed later, this is a real issue as microtomes used in pathology labs are not accurate. Beside this aspect, identification of cell types or cancer pathologies is achieved with the same sensitivity as by regular transmission through a transparent substrate [29, 50] . As sections are usually cut at random in the tissue, dependence on the distance of particular cell structures from the reflective interface is not important as far as tissue sampling is concerned. On the other hand, this aspect should be a matter of concern when studying cell monolayers deposited or grown on the substrate.
Other interesting alternatives have been proposed such as using glass substrate and limiting the spectral range to the high mid-IR wavenumber window where glass is sufficiently transparent [8] . This may be a viable solution for some particular cases but will probably not be of general applicability as most of the fingerprint region of the spectrum is lost. The same comment applies to QCL equipment. It is likely that 12 to 20 wavenumbers will provide accurate diagnostics in some cases [52] . The advantage is that data could be accumulated very quickly, a few minutes for a tissue section. Yet, processing, in particular checking SNR and water vapor contribution as well as derivation and normalization, will always be difficult with so few data points.
In summary. Two options are possible. Either low cost, mid-IR transparent substrates can be obtained, which may be feasible if large quantities were used in this field, or cheap reflective slides but an effort of standardization should be made on section thickness. Alternatively, section thickness could be measured experimentally and used to generate transmission-like spectra from the transflection ones.
Spectrometer settings
A fair objective is to obtain imaging data in a short period of time. This length of time ultimately depends on the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Spectral resolution, pixel resolution and SNR are dependent on each other. Low spectral or pixel resolution will improve the SNR i.e., for a given SNR, reducing resolution will definitively decrease the acquisition time. As infrared imaging is still a bit slow to cope with routine clinical samples, it is crucial to have an in-depth evaluation of these parameters.
Required signal-to-noise ratio
It is interesting to note that there is not a single definition of "noise". Depending on manufacturers of FTIR equipment or on researchers, the method and spectral region used to define noise level is changing. It is urgent that a single definition of noise is accepted by all researchers in the field.
Requiring high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is time consuming as SNR increases only as the square root of the number of scans. According to simulations made by Bhargava [10] , improving SNR (signal = amide I maximum absorbance, noise = rms in the 2150-1950 cm −1 spectral range) beyond 150 provides little benefit for typical classification. If a SNR of 600 is obtained in standard imaging, this indicates that 4 times less is sufficient, i.e. 16 fold faster recording is possible. The exact value required for the SNR obviously also depends on the metrics used for creating statistical models. Using the center of gravity of a band or the area of a band is less dependent on noise than an absorbance value at a single wavenumber.
A quality control consisting in measuring the SNR for every pixel of the image should be systematically implemented. In particular, multivariate statistical analyses should discard those spectra with a SNR below threshold.
In summary.
A single definition of noise should be used by all researchers and noise values should appear in publications. A common threshold for acceptable spectra could be defined for each type of analysis.
Spectral resolution
Most IR bands originating from biological samples are intrinsically broad and adjacent wavenumbers bring highly correlated information. Except for accurate water vapor correction, it turns out that averaging adjacent spectral points should not decrease too significantly the spectral information content. This is illustrated on Fig. 1 where two series of spectra from K562 cells are compared. A Student t-test has been performed at each wavenumber and significant differences between the means are marked with a red point. The computation was repeated for a spectral resolution of 2, 8 and 12 cm −1 . The same data set was used but resolution has been decreased by apodization of the interferogram. Clearly, decreasing the resolution to 12 cm −1 does not affect significantly the result even when examined wavenumber by wavenumber. This is in line with the results obtained by Bhargava [10] who found that discrimination between cell types is almost identical for 4 to 16 cm −1 resolution but starts degrade at 32 cm −1 . It was also estimated that SNR decreases linearly with resolution. For instance, recording spectra at 16 cm −1 rather than 4 cm −1 improves SNR by a factor 4 or, for a given SNR, decreases the measurement time by a factor of 16. Yet, as shown by Ollesch et al. [48] , in some specific instances, higher resolutions provide better results.
In summary. Spectral resolution better that 12 or even 16 cm −1 may not be necessary for diagnostic purposes. A concern at such low resolution is that water vapor contribution will be present but confounded with tissue signal. Unless it is accounted by perfect purging conditions or by subtraction of an internal background (see below), resolution below 8 cm −1 are not commendable. Fig. 1 . Difference between the mean of spectra of 2 series of K562 cells displaying a multidrug resistant or not resistant phenotype. Spectra originally recorded with a 2 cm −1 resolution by ATR have been apodized in the Fourier domain by a Gaussian line shape to provide 8 and 12 cm −1 resolution. In all cases, spectra were encoded every 1 cm −1 . The difference between the mean spectra of each group is displayed. A Student t-test (alpha = 1%) was computed at every wavenumber. When the equality of the means was rejected, a red star was placed on the difference spectra.
Pixel size
FTIR is not a technique of choice for investigation of intracellular details. Resolution is intrinsically limited by diffraction, i.e. is in the range of typical cell size [11, 36, 42] . It must be stressed that pixels are further "contaminated" by neighboring contributions due to Schwarzschild optic point-spread-function (PSF) which present a significant second order annulus or Airy pattern [36, 42] . Number of pixel/µm should be about twice the optical resolution to prevent spatial information loss (Nyquist theorem). Precise computation of the pixel size required to avoid loss of information has been published by Reddy et al. [43, 56] . It must be mentioned that knowledge of the PSF also opens the door to image deconvolution. There are many means to improve resolution, resulting in significant increase in pixel numbers. These approaches are is beyond the scope of this paper. They are of interest for specific research purposes but not convenient for histopathology when many tissue sections of cm 2 size must be investigated.
• Rather than considering cell size resolution as a limitation, it could be seen as the exact resolution needed for screening tissue sections. As illustrated above, pixel sizes of 2.7 or 5.5 µm result in 13 or 3.4 million spectra per cm 2 . Decreasing pixel size from 5.5 to 1 µm would increase pixel number and decrease throughput by 30 folds. For practical reasons, it is therefore reasonable not to decrease pixel size below 5.5 µm for high throughput imaging. Pixel binning could be performed in a second step, but this is of course a waste of time and FPA resources.
• True identification at cell level cannot be achieved with 5-6 µm pixels. This is particularly the case when small single cells scattered in a tissue need to be identified. Lymphocytes are such small cells and they present a large variety of types that have important properties in cancer pathologies. So, in specific occasions, it might be desirable to identify these sub-types of lymphocytes. FTIR imaging could be here much more potent that IHC because running a large number of antibody labelling to fully characterize the cells, on a single section, remains a real challenge. Working on adjacent sections (usually one for each antibody) obviously implicates observing different cells for each labelling. Overall, FTIR spectra are quite efficient at distinguishing different lymphocyte types (e.g. naïve and memory B cells, cytotoxic T cells (CD8+), helper T cells (CD4+), regulatory T cells (T reg), etc. [14, 32, 37, 64, 66, 68] ). The effect of metastases present elsewhere in lymph nodes can even be detected through distant activation of lymphocytes with no need to actually "see" the tumor cells as shown for breast cancer [9, 12] and melanoma [66] . For identifying isolated cells, two types of approaches have been proposed:
-Increased magnification and use of finer pixels, e.g. 1.1 × 1.1 µm 2 pixels were used to identify naïve and memory B cells as well as activated B cells [37] . The analysis of the data must now take into account the subcellular heterogeneity. Once this is accounted for, the approach results in convincing classification of lymphocytes -Another way around the problem, which does not require finer pixels, is to build a regular PLS model including mean spectra obtained from large areas containing, on the average, a known concentration (e.g. fraction in %) of each lymphocyte type. The model is then applied to all pixels of validation images and a "concentration" threshold allows assignment of each pixel to a particular lymphocyte type [67] . Even though this approach was applied to smears of partially purified lymphocyte populations, it is expected to be useful in tissue investigations.
Purging with dry air
In our experience, purging is essential to get high quality spectra. It not only decreases overall water vapor contribution but also prevents very high absorbance to occur when strong water vapor spectrum comes on top of strong amide bands. Superimposition of those two strong contributions may result in loss of linearity in detector response and in significant increase of noise in the areas where they occur. It is unfortunate purging boxes for the sample area are not provided as standard by manufacturers of infrared microscopes. Dew point of −40 to −70°C should be used.
Microscope settings
The importance of the microscope optics on the result has been recently emphasized by Mayerich et al. [43] who provide an explicit model of image formation. Furthermore, the alignments and focusing procedure of the sample and objective/condenser Cassegrains are usually not described in research papers. This may result in spectra that are poorly comparable among laboratories. Uneven illumination also results in variations in noise level which may be problematic.
Section thickness
Though section thickness is not an instrumental setting, it impacts directly the SNR. Indeed, if tissue sections are cut thicker, signal (absorbance) increases but noise remains constant, resulting in increased SNR. In fact, in first approximation, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases linearly with section thickness. It is usual to use the same section thickness as the pathologists, i.e. around 4 µm. A thickness of 8 µm may be optimal in terms of thickness as the absorbance remains below 1 and signal is increase 2-fold with respect to a 4 µm section, i.e., for a SNR given value obtained on a 4 µm-thick section, acquisition time can be decreases 4 folds when using a 8 µm-thick section.
Image registration
For interpretation purposes, it would be extremely useful to overlay H&E stained section and infrared images rather than leaving this task to the eye of the researchers. Similarly, images obtained from other techniques (Raman, infrared, AFM, etc.) would provide in-depth insight into the sample if accurate overlay would be achievable. This remains difficult to obtain because of the multiple deformations experienced by thin sections, especially when working on adjacent sections. Presently image segmentation and image registration remains poorly addressed in the field of infrared imaging but a few works indicate efficient registration can be achieved [21, 35, 70] .
Spectrometer settings, in summary. Spectrometers as well as microscope particularities and settings result in a diversity of image and spectral qualities that hinders database construction and exchange of data among laboratories. Some efforts are made to compare different platforms [22] . Considering some conservative adjustments: SNR set at 150 rather than a pessimistic value of say 300 (gain 2×), a tissue section of 8 µm instead of 4 µm (gain 2×), a spectral resolution of 12 cm −1 instead of 6 cm −1 (gain 2×), the global gain in SNR is 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 fold or, for constant SNR, 64 fold in acquisition time. Pixel size of 5.5 × 5.5 µm 2 instead of 2.7 × 2.7 µm 2 brings a further 4× gain. There is therefore room for improving recording time. Again, these parameters should first be agreed on by the community if data are to be compared and global databases are to be built.
Preprocessings
There is a common agreement that preprocessing is necessary to remove, as much as possible, spectral features that are not related to the sample before a meaningful analysis can be run. Typically, contribution of water vapor can vary in the course of the experiment but has nothing to do with the sample. There is simultaneously a wide range of opinions on how to perform the pre-processing of the spectra.
Noise reduction
Noise is not sample signal and it is legitimate to attempt to reduce its impact. A few strategies can be used. Smoothing in the spectral domain is not really an option in FTIR imaging as spectra are usually recorded at already rather low resolution. It would be anyway more rewarding to scan at the final resolution (resolution obtained after smoothing) rather than throwing away part of the interferogram after recording. Furthermore, if apodization of the interferogram does reduce high frequency noise, it does not significantly reduce low amplitude noise, which may be a problem for subsequent analyses.
In imaging, advantage can be taken from the large number of spectra and efficient noise reduction can be achieved essentially according to the two following principles:
1. Subtraction of "image noise". It is important to realize that what is usually seen as noise is not necessarily actual random noise throughout the image, i.e. all pixels of the FPA may have the same "noise" features. For this reason, "noise" is used here with quotation marks. Even in large mosaics, "noise" can be considerably reduced by subtracting the average spectrum from a region without sample from all spectra. This can be more easily implemented in tissue microarrays (TMA) and has been demonstrated to be very powerful for infrared images of protein microarrays where the sample is below 300 fg protein/pixel. In the latter case, a single monolayer of a protein still provides decent spectra at pixel level as recently shown by De Meutter et al. [20] . Reaching such a good SNR is only possible after subtraction of the image "noise" present in all the pixels. It was also recognized by Ergin et al. [22] as "instrument noise".
Whenever possible, image "noise" should be subtracted for every tile or for small groups of tiles recorded sequentially. This is easily obtained by delimiting tiles or groups of tiles by a grid and extracting spectra with SNR < threshold. Such a procedure can be easily implemented for TMA for instance.
2. PCA-based noise reduction consists in discarding the spectral contributions described by principal components which represents very little of the total variance. If noise is really random for each pixel, these small contributions are uncorrelated and will be described by as many different principal components An improved PCA-based noise reduction adjusted on the internal noise level has been proposed by Reddy et al. [55] considering the covariance matrices of pixels with and without sample (signal and noise pixels).
Importantly, both approaches are complementary as image "noise" is present in all pixels, therefore displaying small variance throughout the image while PCA, on the contrary, specifically addresses random noise contributions.
PCA-based noise reduction is illustrated in Fig. 2 . An absorbance image (A 1654 cm −1 , panel A) and the H&E stained adjacent section (panel B) of normal breast tissue display a duct surrounded by a dual layer of epithelial cells resting on a basement membrane and enveloped by stroma. To illustrate the correction, a weak spectrum of a stroma single pixel is reported in panel C (blue spectrum). Correcting for the internal background (the mean of the spectra present within the rectangles on panel A has been subtracted from all the spectra of the image) generates the green spectrum in panel C. It can be observed that water vapor contribution is largely corrected for but other changes can also be observed below 1200 cm −1 , indicating that some "noise" systematically present in the background has been subtracted. The corrected image was then submitted to PCA between 1900 and 900 cm −1 . Analysis of the evolution of the variance explained with the number of PCs indicates that the first 10 PCs explain more than 99.9% of the total variance. Rebuilding all the spectra of the image from the first 10 PCs results in further efficient noise reduction. The spectrum discussed above is now excellent, see the red spectrum (panel C). Figure 3 reports a similar analysis applied to a Raman image of cells grown on CaF 2 substrate. Here, the figure illustrates the predominance of random noise mostly dealt with by PCA-based noise reduction.
It must be stressed that if PCA-based noise reduction is a very powerful tool to eliminate unique, uncorrelated variations of individual spectra, selecting the number of PCs should remain a matter of reflexion. In a large image, it could eliminate significant but rare real signals. Another danger is that all spectra may look "good" as they are rebuild from the most significant shapes present in the image but loss of real features could go unnoticed. Examining the cumulative variance explained as well as its derivative provides further insight useful for the decision. There is therefore no unique recipe for applying PCA noise reduction but in most case, keeping 10-20 PCs, provided that they explain at least 99.9% of the variance, should be sufficient. It is also a powerful tool to compress the data as each spectrum is now fully described by 10-20 numbers.
In summary. Noise reduction is necessary. Subtracting an "image background" could become a standard approach. Designing the experiment to include a space without any sample is necessary. PCA-based noise reduction takes full advantage of the large amount of spectra and the comparatively low number of expected cell types.
Scattering effects
Papers dealing with scattering, Mie scattering and resonant Mie scattering have been produced in large number during the last few years (e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 13, 19, 30, 31, 38] as a witness of our progressing understanding of this phenomenon which modifies the shape of the spectra with respect to their pure absorbance counterparts. Scattering occurs when the refractive index varies within the samples, which is already the case within a cell where organelles have their own optical properties. It is particularly marked in some lacunar tissue structures. Actually, the collected spectra do not only contain information on the absorbance of the molecules as a function of the wavenumbers but also on their spatial distribution which surrounded by a dual layer of epithelia resting on a basement membrane and enveloped by stroma as visible on the H&E-stained adjacent section (B). All spectra were baseline corrected, a linear baseline passing by the spectra at 1724, 1478 and 1138 cm −1 was subtracted. The small circle on panel A indicates a pixel where the stroma provides a weak spectrum (A 1654 < 0.1). This spectrum is reported between 1900 and 900 cm −1 in panel C and is labelled "original" (blue spectrum). Three rectangles have been drawn within the duct (panel A) at position where no infrared signal could be detected. These areas can be easily detected by filtering the pixels for SNR < 10. All the spectra present in these areas were then averaged and the obtained average was subtracted from all the spectra of the image. The spectrum of the pixel surrounded by a circle after this internal background correction is shown in panel C, green spectrum. After PCA (1900-900 cm −1 ) and rebuilding all the spectra of the image with the first 10 PCs, the spectrum of the circled pixel in panel A becomes the red spectrum in panel C. The cumulative variance explained as a function of the number of the PCs is reported in panel D.
itself reflects the fine structure of the tissue. Spectroscopists have sometimes considered refractive index contributions as artifacts. In fact it is not an artifact as it results from tissue properties and can be explained by common physics. It also contains information that can help discriminate between different cell lines for instance. Presently, there are different algorithms around that attempt to retrieve pure absorbance spectra from the data. They use simple models such as refractive spheres of any diameter to remove the contribution of the (originally unknown) refractive index from the spectra. In turn, even if the result is good looking to a spectroscopist used to absorbance spectra, there is no guarantee it is exact. Furthermore, some of the algorithms available require intensive computation that is not easily available if billions of spectra are to be processed. Correcting lenses could bring help in dealing with some chromatic aberration and scattering effects [18, 28, 63] .
In summary. Even though scattering correction is widely used, scattering is truly a characteristic of the sample and of its interaction with the electromagnetic wave. There is no consensus on the need to correct, no consensus on the methodology and no guarantee the corrected spectra are real absorbance spectra. It should be possible to keep the spectra as recorded and accept the "distortions" as part of the spectral signature of the tissue.
Correction for water vapor contribution
Water vapor contribution is always present. In the experience of several groups, the use of a special box surrounding part of the microscope, in particular the sample area is much helpful. The box can be purged with dry air, reducing considerably the contribution of water vapor to the spectra. Such boxes are usually not provided or only provided on request by the manufacturers. With or without purged box, some water vapor contribution is always present. If not immediately visible, it will reappear in second derivatives. Good correction can be obtained by subtraction of a water vapor spectrum obtained in the same conditions. The accuracy of the subtraction strongly depends on spectral resolution. Figure 4 illustrates to which extent the same water vapor contribution observed at 4, 8 and 16 cm −1 resolution is visible on a spectrum of epithelial cells. At 16 cm −1 , the presence of water vapor contribution cannot be distinguished anymore but it strongly re-appears in the second derivative (Fig. 4, panel B) .
Even though most water vapor contribution may be removed, there is always some contribution left clearly visible in difference spectra or in some PCs obtained after PCA. Several approaches are currently used to scale and subtract water vapor contributions. The most advanced ones consider a large variability in the water vapor spectrum related to environmental changes (temperature, pressure). PCA and EMSC in particular were used to model the variability present in water vapor spectrum [17, 26, 27, 41] .
In summary. FTIR imager should be equipped with a chamber purged with dry air. Water vapor contribution should be subtracted anyway. Subtraction of image "noise" (see above) is the best option. When not applicable, recording spectra at a nominal resolution of at least 8 cm −1 is required if subtraction coefficient is scaled on single water vapor band (e.g. the area between 1956 and 1935 cm −1 [9] ). Efficiency of multivariate methods may be sufficient to deal with spectra recorded at lower resolution. and of breast epithelial cells to which this water vapor spectrum has been added (bottom, red spectra); after decreasing resolution by apodization of the interferogram by a Gaussian lineshape to 8 cm −1 (middle, green spectra) and to 16 cm −1 (top, magenta spectra). The original cell spectrum appears in blue with a small offset for the sake of clarity. B, second derivative (Savitzky-Golay, 9 points, spectra encoded every 1 cm −1 ) of the original cell spectrum (blue) and of the spectrum containing water vapor contribution whose resolution was decreased at 16 cm −1 (magenta). The arrows indicate the correspondence between each spectrum and its second derivative.
Baseline subtraction -Second derivative
Researchers in the field have quite definite ideas on using baseline subtraction or derivatives. Both approaches provide similar discrimination power between slightly different series of spectra as tested elsewhere on model spectra and as well as on cell spectra [25] . Yet, with time, the balance is tilting towards second derivatives even though there are still many groups relying on baseline subtractions.
• Baseline subtraction is understood here as the subtraction of a series of linear segments drawn between spectral points at defined wavenumbers. Computing good looking functions (such as rubber bands) to be subtracted as baselines opens the door to unpredictable errors as the functions used may be highly sensitive to minute variations in the spectra. Such functions should not be used and will not be discussed here. It must also be stressed that there is no good baseline subtraction in that sense that none represents a real baseline for the spectra. They must be seen as useful because they force each spectrum to be zero at defined wavenumbers, suppressing shifts, long range effects of scattering or tails of broad bands which can be seen as almost linear on a small wavenumber ranges. In fact they are as efficient as derivatives because they address the same question: how is the spectrum changing next to the points brought to zero? This is illustrated on Fig. 5 , panel E, where different baselines have been used. When a baseline is subtracted from spectrum points taken every 20 cm −1 , the result is in fact very similar to a second derivative (panel B). Overall, the advantage Fig. 5 . Baseline subtraction and second derivatives illustrated on a spectrum of a MCF-7 breast cancer cell grown in 3D medium [60] . A, The same spectra encoded every 1 (line a), 2 (line b) and 4 cm −1 (line c). Spectra have been offset for better visibility as they are undistinguishable when overlaid. B, Second derivatives of the previous spectra, Savitzky-Golay, 9-points C. Double integration of the spectra presented in B. Spectra have been offset for better visibility. When overlaid, minor differences are visible due to different degrees of smoothing. D, Addition of an offset and of a tilted baseline to the spectrum of A encoded every 2 cm −1 (green spectrum, line a') and the result of second derivation followed by double integration (blue spectrum, line a"). E, Several baseline subtractions: a, original spectrum, a-bsl1, a linear baseline has been subtracted from spectrum points at 1996 1758 1478 and 982 cm −1 , a-bsl2, a linear baseline has been subtracted from spectrum points at 1996, 1758, 1724, 1594, 1478, 1422, 1338, 1288, 1186, 1138, 982, 944 and 904 cm −1 . A-bsl3, a linear baseline has been subtracted from spectrum points taken every 20 cm −1 , from 2000 to 900 cm −1 . This latter spectrum has been multiplied by 4× for a better visibility. All spectra have been offset for readability.
of baseline subtraction is that spectra still look like conventional spectra, which might facilitate interpretation in a first step, the disadvantage is the almost infinite possibilities for drawing baselines, which is counter-productive for the general development of FTIR imaging.
• Second derivatives address this issue apparently in an elegant way as little variation in the parameters is present in the literature. The rank of the derivative is very generally 2 (removes offset and baseline tilt) and the number of data points in the computing window is usually 9 or 11. Unfortunately, authors rarely mention the spacing (in cm −1 ) between two data points while FT-based spectrometers generate spacings which depend on spectrometer settings and which are never integers. Yet, this is important as illustrated on Fig. 5 . A same spectrum has been saved with a wavenumber spacing of 1, 2 and 4 cm −1 . The 3 spectra cannot be distinguished at this stage. When computing a rank 2 derivative with a 9-point window according to Savitsky and Golay [57] , the second derivatives appear to be quite different due to the shorter of longer spectral range encompassed by the computing window. Double reintegration provides in each case spectra very similar to the original one (Fig. 5, panel C) but some smoothing can be detected for the larger encoding spacing.
In summary. Second derivative appears to be the best option for the future of FTIR imaging. Yet, authors should always provide the number of points in the computing window as well as the encoding spacing of the spectra. An alternative that could be considered would be to compute the second derivative in the Fourier domain (multiplying by x 2 , x in cm) and using a clearly described apodization function, e.g. Gaussian.
Use spatial information
So far, spatial distribution of the signal in the image is rarely used as a guide to extract more relevant information.
• Adding known information to the analysis further increases the capability of a model to correctly identify cell types, e.g. cancer cells [53] . Considering that a cancer cell is not supposed to be found alone in a solid tumor is an input that can be used.
• Alternatively, important spectral features can be extracted from a large number of pixels if a guess is made on spatial distribution. For instance, a tumor is known to modify its environment, including the collagen matrix surrounding the tumor. If a change is supposed to occur in the collagen matrix when moving away from the tumor border, two features can be determined: 1) how it evolves with the distance from the tumor and 2) the shape of the spectrum describing the evolution. Global fitting can be used to determine simultaneously the shape of this spectrum and its spatial evolution. In one report, a simple exponential decays was shown to provide a good fit [34] , revealing both the nature of the change and its spatial evolution from the tumor border. This type of spatial correlation observed on a large collection of pixels could be used for generating more robust diagnostics.
In summary. Most features observed on tissue sections have known characteristics in their spatial distributions. This a priori knowledge could be used to improve models that identify cell (sub)types, thereby reducing the requirement for high SNR and reducing acquisition time. It can also be used to extract information that could not be obtained without proper consideration for spatial distribution.
Normalization
Normalization is required for comparison among sections. Microtomes are notably inaccurate and there is no possible comparison among spectra without proper normalization. For instance, the Amide I and II regions can be used to normalize on the protein content. Sometimes, amide II alone is selected to avoid introducing a contribution from O-H bending originating from hydration water molecules. Any band can be used for normalization but vector normalization in which the norm of the spectrum is obtained by summing the square of the absorbance values in the region of interest is generally preferred.
Discussion
The paper only covers these parameters that are critical for comparing data obtained in different laboratories and building database that can be shared by the community. It does not deal with analytical procedures which come after. In place of a discussion, Table 1 suggests some pre-analytical conditions and parameters. In conclusion, the large number of items mentioned in Table 1 coupled with the large number of settings for each of them creates a mosaic of imaging conditions that is slowing down clinical applications of infrared imaging. The values of the parameters reported in Table 1 will certainly be further discussed but provide a potential for a consensus. It can be hoped that a final consensus will be agreed on quickly for routine analyses of tissue sections.
